Several industries are currently facing the issue of developing mission-critical embedded computer-based systems with increasing complexity, dependability and economic pressures such as cost and time to market. Model-driven development/engineering (MDD/MDE) addresses those issues. Today, sectors such as aerospace, automotive and communications are rather segmented and are prone to study and promote dedicated solutions, whereas cross-fertilisation would be more beneficial. SPICES will implement an integrated MDD/MDE methodology for designing, verifying and implementing avionics mission-critical real-time embedded (RT/E) systems.

Mission-critical RT/E systems are characterised by designs that cannot be achieved without taking into account and assessing overall resource use at the very early stages. Indeed, it is not possible to wait until a first implementation has been completed to discover that the design is not suitable to meet the system requirements.

In addition, the more complex the system, the more difficult it is to assess on paper that it is properly designed and will meet all its functional and non-functional requirements such as real-time behaviour and safety constraints. Consequently, software architects and designers of mission-critical RT/E systems need early validation techniques coupled with a formal, non-ambiguous and sufficiently informative description of the future system — in other words, a consistent model. Moreover, they need to be able to ensure that the code that will actually run on the targeted hardware is consistent with the validated models.

Finally, the specialisation of software engineers and the project management issues call for a clear separation of roles between software architects, applications developers and target-level integration experts.

Focusing on aerospace industry SPICES aims at developing an MDD/MDE-compliant tool suite for the design, verification and development of mission-critical RT/E systems dedicated to the aerospace industry. The tool suite will be based on the architecture analysis and design language (AADL), formal methods, the lightweight common object request broker architecture (CORBA) component model (CCM) and the SystemC system description language, and will target both general-purpose processors and reconfigurable hardware. SPICES modelling, verification and code-generation tools will be integrated in the open-source Eclipse platform.

The main challenges of the project are:

- Extension of AADL for expressing functional and non-functional requirements;
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Tackling major issues
The project challenges strongly reinforce, integrate and consolidate three major issues:
1. System-based approach to determine the best optimisation of the various constraints and implementation solutions;
2. Modelling-based engineering; and
3. Software component execution support.

The first expected result is a set of open-source Eclipse plug-ins validated with market leader representative applications and embedded platforms. And the second expected result is the provision of proper CCM-based execution support to the aerospace industry that can be plugged into the Eclipse-based AADL tool suite as a suitable model-driven architecture (MDA) platform.

Meeting strong demands
Work in SPICES corresponds to a very strong demand in the avionics sector and space applications because of the expansion of software-intensive embedded system components, the increase of the functional complexity and performance needs. Economic constraints make modelling of the software/hardware (SW/HW) platform absolutely necessary. These issues lead more and more to use of automated processes, with automatic generation of code, tests, analyses, validation, etc.

The automotive industry has also shown interest in the same approaches, as illustrated by European research projects such as ITEA EAST-EEA embedded electronic architecture and the automotive open system architecture (AUTOSAR) initiative. Although requirements are slightly different in terms of very large series, even higher competition and cost reductions, carmakers face the same needs for improved system development methods and automated processes.

Key actions will include:
• AADL extension;
• Adaptation of formal verification methods to extended-AADL models;
• Tailoring of a lightweight CCM framework to the avionics environment, with partitioned operating system and reconfigurable hardware;
• Demonstration of project results in three market-relevant user case studies;
• Standardisation action regarding AADL and CCM.